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Internationalization – success with the right partners

In the course of globalization and the growth ambitions of many companies, whether specialist, mediumsized or corporation, international insurance programs are absolutely indispensable nowadays. However,
each country has different rules, regulations and laws. It is therefore particularly important for companies
that all parties involved share the same understanding of how an international insurance program works.
As such, a Declaration of Governance enables the delivery of consistent performance and services - across
different continents.
The largest owner-managed international broker network WBN – Worldwide Broker Network – has been
working with a corresponding WBN Declaration of Governance for a long time. Over 110 partners in more
than 100 countries have agreed on a common understanding of standards and compliance rules at WBN.
This ensures transparency and gives customers peace of mind.
The insurance broker, risk manager and financial services provider SÜDVERS from Au near Freiburg was
among the very first WBN founding partners. The internationally operating company from the Breisgau
region of Germany is repositioning itself internationally as part of the ever-increasing importance of global
collaboration among customers.
Kim-André Vives, head of the Freiburg branch and member of the executive board, is taking over the
international baton from Reinhard Riehl. Mr. Riehl was Director of International at SÜDVERS until the end
of 2020 and has since been available to the company as a Senior Advisor. At the start of his new role,
we were able to talk to Mr. Vives about his journey so far at SÜDVERS and his plans and goals for
SÜDVERS International.

Mr. Vives, you have been with SÜDVERS for a long
time - in your new function as Head of SÜDVERS
International since 01.01.2021. What has your career at SÜDVERS been like so far?
After completing my studies in business administration with a focus on insurance at the
Mannheim University of Cooperative Education, I joined the company in October 2003 as
Florian Karle’s assistant. In this role, I gained
a good general overview of the company and,
above all, learned the sales tools of the trade - both nationally and internationally. After about two years, I started to look after my
own customers and acquire new ones. In Freiburg, I then continued as Sales Manager before
taking over the Freiburg
branch on 01.01.2017.
„We not only

First of all, I am very happy to know that my esteemed colleague and friend Reinhard Riehl will still
be here to help me if necessary. Mr. Riehl has been
supporting SÜDVERS International in an advisory
capacity as Senior Advisor
since January 2021. In the
want to grow,
first 100 days, it is importbut also continually keep
Now a whole new chapter
ant to me that SÜDVERS
the quality of our work and
began for you in January
and our international partas Head of International
ners feel that we are still
support in focus“
at SÜDVERS International.
active and prospering in
What is your 100-day agenda for SÜDVERS Interinternational business. Here, many conversations
national? And how does it feel to follow in the
will take place, unfortunately mostly virtually at the
footsteps of Mr. Riehl, who unfortunately left us
moment, with colleagues, brokers and insurers at
on 31.12.2020?
home and abroad.
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Let‘s take a step back again. Internationalism has
always been part of the SÜDVERS DNA. Manfred
Karle laid the foundations for SÜDVERS International and WBN back in 1989. WBN annuals speak
fondly of the WBN founding “at Manfred‘s Kitchen
table”. Why did it take over 30 years for SÜDVERS
to take the step of positioning SÜDVERS International?

SÜDVERS International und WBN
Together, more than 110 partners
in over 100 countries

Will the positioning of SÜDVERS International
also change anything about the positioning of
SÜDVERS as a founding member of WBN in the
internal relationship?
As a founding member of WBN, SÜDVERS has
always had a strong influence on strategy and
development. Florian Karle is a member of the
Executive Board and I am a member of the
European Steering Board. And so, even before
the decision to position SÜDVERS International
more strongly, SÜDVERS was already represented in strategically important areas and will
continue to be. Also, due to Germany’s export
strength, SÜDVERS has always actively contributed a large share of outgoing business to the
WBN network.
When you say the word international, it’s rather
non-specific at first. Are there countries in which
SÜDVERS has particular expertise?
The United States of America has always been one
of our specialties. Early on, we were privileged
to assist clients with expanding into the United
States. In the USA, the insurance business works
differently than in Germany and Europe. It is very
exciting and, if you put the work in, also very lucrative. We will continue to expand our activities
in the USA. We will be able to tell you more about
this shortly. Look forward to it.

It is just that we have not explicitly highlighted
the SÜDVERS International brand in the past.
However, we have been involved in international business for more than three decades and
have assisted a number of our clients in their
international growth during this time. We were
also able to acquire many new customers with
an explicitly international focus. Now it is simply time to market this accordingly and work on
This sounds very exciting and we look forward to
stronger communication of this expertise to the
more details in due course. You describe internaoutside world. With WBN, we are, after all, the
tionalization as the driver behind SÜDVERS. Can
largest owner-operated broker network in the
you be a little more specific here about the growth
world and are currently number four among
drivers? Are there any more?
the networks operating worldwide. If the
For our customers,
„The United States of America
merger between Aon
internationalization
has
always
been
one
and Willis is approis accompanied abved by the regulatory
ove all by the issues
of our specialties“
authorities, which is
of transparency and
currently assumed, WBN will rank third in the
digitization. For risk managers, the overall view
world. Especially with Germany as an exporting
and also the possible access to details across all
country, we are both predestined and challenged
lines of business and areas will be essential in
within the network to produce business and thethe future - not only for compliance reasons. We
refore actively push forward the further growth
have already been investing in our IT for many
of our global connections. But we don’t just want
years and would like to use it to simplify proto grow, we also want to continually focus on the
cesses for ourselves and our customers, thereby
quality of our work and support - and improve it
gaining more time for the essentials, namely risk
consulting.
where possible.
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Finally, let’s jump back to a current topic. The hard
market was a relevant topic in both 2020 and the
beginning of 2021. Can SÜDVERS position itself accordingly in such a market environment, especially with a view to 2021/2022? And as an additional
question: beyond Germany as well?

Kim-André Vives inside the SÜDVERS office in Frankfurt am Main.

Within the soft market phase, we have always
emphasized not only reducing prices, but also agreeing on sustainable quality in our contracts
and wordings. In a hard market, condition
extensions also cost a premium. In principle, we
are very well positioned here. At the same
time, the need for consulting expertise
increases in a hard market, but here too I
believe we are far ahead. If you win a customer
on price, you lose him on price. Everyo-ne knows
that. Our customer retention rate does, however,
show that we are very sustainable here.
Mr. Vives, thank you for your time and the
fascina-ting interview, and I wish you continued
success in your new role.
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